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Introduction:
Embark on a captivating journey where strategic optimization turned the tide 

for our client, a seller of flavoring extracts on Amazon. Witness an 

extraordinary 304% increase in conversion rates, transforming the product 

from an underperformer to a sales powerhouse. In this case study, discover 

the innovative tactics employed to breathe new life into the listing, making it a 

beacon for those looking to elevate their Amazon game.

Challenges:
The product faced a daunting challenge with a meager 5% conversion rate. A 

comprehensive audit revealed unappealing images, lackluster SEO, and a 

ranking juice of 524,900, paling in comparison to competitors with six to seven 

figures. The absence of a brand story and lifestyle images in Enhanced Brand 

Content (EBC) further hindered the product's potential. Alt text in the image 

backend was nonexistent.



Strategic Approach:
To tackle these challenges head-on, we devised a multifaceted strategy aimed at resonating with the target audience and 

optimizing every facet of the listing.

 Buyer Persona Understanding:
 Conducted a detailed review and sentiment analysis to identify the buyer's persona, understanding their pain points  

 and aspirations.



 

 

 Compelling NLP Optimization:
 Crafted a compelling NLP (Natural Language Processing) title, bullets, description, and image content to  

 emotionally connect with buyers, addressing their specific needs and desires.



 Keyword Optimization:
 Utilized extensive keyword research, including insights from search query performance and competitor analysis.

 Incorporated high search volume and high-converting keywords to boost visibility and relevance.

 SEO Ranking Boost:
 Elevated the listing's ranking juice from 824,900 to an impressive 5,310,209, surpassing competitors and capturing a  
 larger audience.



 Brand Story Integration:
 Infused the listing with a captivating brand story, fostering trust and creating a meaningful connection with potential  
 customers.

 Premium Enhanced Brand Content (EBC):
 Upgraded from basic EBC to premium, featuring beautiful carousel module imagery highlighting every product fea 
 ture and benefit.

 Introduced lifestyle imagery, allowing customers to envision themselves using the product. Included an inspiring recipe,  
 adding value and motivation for customers to make a purchase.
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Video Integration:
Added a compelling video to the Premium A plus, harnessing the proven 

effectiveness of video marketing.

Leveraged the video to showcase the product in action, further 

engaging and convincing potential buyers.

Heatmapping for Image Optimization:
Utilized heatmaps to analyze customer interaction with images.

Tested and optimized images based on heatmapping insights to enhance 

visual elements that attract and engage potential buyers.



Question-Answer Keyword Integration: 
Filled the question-answer section with important keywords relevant to 

the product and customer queries.

Ensured that the Q&A section served as an additional opportunity to 

embed valuable keywords for improved search visibility.



Results:

Conversion
Rate Surge:

Soared from 5% to 
an impressive 23%, 
marking a 
staggering 304% 
increase.

SEO
Dominance:

Ranking juice 
skyrocketed from 
824,900 to 
5,310,209,
outshining competitors 
and capturing a larger 
share of the market.

The results were nothing short of remarkable.
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Conclusion:
This case study stands as a testament to the transformative power of strategic optimization. By delving 

deep into the buyer's mindset, implementing NLP strategies, optimizing keywords, and enhancing the 

overall content, our client achieved unprecedented success on Amazon. The integration of a compelling 

brand story, premium EBC, and impactful video content further solidified the product's position as a top 

choice for consumers.
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